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1 Purpose 

This document describes interworking between COM.LTE modem of M5Stack 
Core to Ericsson IoT Accelerator with an HTTP Server. 

The test report describes two scenarios implemented with M5Stack UIFlow 
development environment and their validation leveraging on IoT Accelerator 
Service Portal when HTTP and TCP protocol stacks (both provided by COMxLTE) 
are used.  

UIFlow is available at this URL: https://flow.m5stack.com/ 

1.1 Recommended References 

A set of suggested references and knowledge base is listed below where is 
possible to download a reference guide to all the AT commands for the modem and 
also specific for HTTP as well as TCP protocols. 

SIMCOMM portal for SIM7600  AT commands in particular: 

 SIM7500_SIM7600_Series_HTTP(S)_Application Note_V2.00 
 SIM7500_SIM7600_SIM7800 Series_TCPIP_Application Note_V2.00 
 SIM7500_SIM7600 Series_AT Command Manual_V2.00 

are available at the same link.  

A valid reference to find and use the entire set of AT commands is 
https://m2msupport.net/. It provides also some examples as for a single 
command (like AT+CSQ) well as an entire sequence of chained AT commands to 
handle a Data Call   

2 The End-to-End setup 

The two scenarios represent a full end-to-end chain as shown in the following 
picture 

Ericsson 
IoTA eSIM

M5Stack + 
COM.LTE Local Mobile Network Operator Telia IoT Network powered by 

Ericsson IoT Accelerator
Public Internet Public TCP/HTTP Server

 

Figure 1: End-to-end scenario reproduced by the tests 
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The M5Stack device is equipped with an IoT Accelerator eSIM.  

The SIM attaches to the available local mobile network in this test as a roamer 
since the tests have been performed outside Sweden.  

The traffic is therefore relayed from the Visited Network to the OPERATOR Home 
Network hosted in IoT Accelerator, as it was a Mobile Virtual Network Operator 
(MVNO). 

Then, the device gains full IP connectivity in order to reach Internet through IoT 
Accelerator. The destination endpoint used in this test is a public TCP/HTTP 
server with a custom HTML content in the response delivered.  

3 The M5Stack COMx.LTE module  

The COMx.LTE module includes a LTE/WCDMA modem based on 
SIMCom7600G chipset. 

This chipset supports a set of protocol stacks (TCP/IP/IPV4/IPV6/ Multi-
PDP/FTP/FTPS/HTTP/ HTTPS/DNS). 

For the tests in scope, 2 different combinations of protocol layers were tested  

1 TCP Test Routine: mobile connectivity/PDP/IP/TCP. It tests the 
interworking of the full protocol stack up to TCP layer. Then a manually 
generated HTTP GET targeting an HTTP/TCP server is used as the payload 
to be carried into the TCP segment. 

2 HTTP Test Routine: mobile connectivity/PDP/IP/HTTP.  It tests the out-of-
the-box HTTP service provided by SIM7600G and targeting an HTTP server. 
In this case the user does not have to care about managing TCP session 
setup/tear-down because the HTTP service makes it automatically. In 
addition, the PING test (included also in the TCP routine) adopts the host 
name instead of the host address, in order to trigger the DNS protocol and 
extend in this way the testing coverage. 

The LTE module is equipped with a eUICC eSIM of IoT Accelerator, previously 
configured to load the OPERATOR profile and then activated through a remote 
provisioning procedure executed by IoT Accelerator (so-called “Localization 
Procedure” in IoTA terminology). 

4 The UIFlow implementation principles 

The two test routines scenarios are implemented by means of UIFlow 
development environment. 
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Each of the two flows can be ideally decomposed to work independently to 
address the functionalities of each protocol layer through specific AT commands 
given to the COMx.LTE module, as in the following order: 

 Mobile connectivity: AT commands aiming to check the status of the Mobile 
Terminal with respect to the attached Mobile Network  

 PDP: AT commands to configure and establish the PDP context 

 IP: AT commands to check the IP network layer, once an IP address is 
assigned by the network to the modem 

 TCP: AT commands to set up a TCP session with the remote TCP server. An 
HTTP GET Request/Response is wrapped within the TCP socket to verify that 
the TCP session is properly working  

 HTTP: applicable for the second test routine, some AT commands activated 
the HTTP service to establish automatically an HTTP session (and indirectly 
the underlying TCP) with a remote HTTP server 

 

Figure 2: Protocol stacks covered by the TCP and HTTP routines respectively 

 

The ordered sequences of AT commands, that enabled as many as use cases for 
the 2 UIFlow scenarios, are respectively reported in the next two sub-clauses, 
grouped by each belonging layer. 
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4.1 Ordered sequence of AT commands for TCP flow 

  

Table 1: AT commands implemented in the TCP test routine 
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4.2 Ordered sequence of AT commands for HTTP flow 

 

 

Table 2: AT commands implemented in the HTTP test routine 

 

5 M5Stack LTE module and IoT Accelerator interworking side-
by-side  

The two test routines, TCP and HTTP, have been ran as on 3G WCDMA well as 
4G LTE access technologies since the modem supports multiple Radio Access 
Technologies (RAT).  
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The next sections describe the information displayed on the device, as effect of 
the AT commands, compared with similar information shown on IoT Accelerator 
Service Portal. 

5.1 Device on 3G WCDMA 

5.1.1 TCP test routine 

 

Figure 3: IoTA console for TCP test on 3G 

 

The next table shows the effect of the AT commands as visible on the display of 
the M5Stack Core and, when applicable, also points to some key events displayed 
on the IoT Accelerator console (blue numbered reference point) of Figure 4 

Device is queried to show Signal Quality 

 

Device is queried to show its network 
state (0=Registered, 5=Roaming) 
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Device is queried to show Operator 
Selection (OPERATOR Local visited CSP, 
OPERATOR Home CSP) 

 

Device, queried to report Cell Info, 
confirms is camping on WCDMA  

 

Device displays the IMSI belonging to 
the IoT Accelerator OPERATOR’s eSIM 

 

Device is set with the APN belonging to 
IoT Accelerator (on behalf of 
OPERATOR) 

 

 

Device targets Server with PING, 
pointing straightly to the Host 
address and skips DNS data traffic.  

Generated data traffic is reported 
on IoTA Service Portal console 
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After PDP connection is setup, 
device shows the IP address 
assigned.  

Same IP is also visible from  IoTA 
Service Portal console 

 

A TCP session is set up towards Postman 
server.  

The payload of the TCP pipe consists in 
a manual “barebone” HTTP request 
(identical to what an HTTP server will 
issue) to trigger Postman’s HTTP server 
to respond with an html page (returning 
the current date/time). 

 

 

 

Postman server provides the 
requested HTML page, enveloped 
into that TCP socket.  

Uplink and downlink data traffic is 
aggregated and reported on IoTA 
Service Portal console 

 
 

 

 

2 

3 
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5.1.2 HTTP Test routine 

 

Figure 5: IoTA console for HTTP test on 3G 

 

The initial steps up to the PING are the same, so will not be repeated in the 
following table.  

The main differences of this test consist of:   

1) PING is targeting server via host name (instead of host address), so a 
traffic caused by a DNS query will be generated 

2) the HTTP request makes use the native HTTP stack present on the 
SIM7600G, so that TCP layer is not is manually handed and the AT 
commands trigger directly the HTTP service  

 

After the authentication 
procedure, device module 
attached to LOCAL OPERATOR 
(Visited network) as a roamer of 
OPERATOR Home network 
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Server replied to PING after 
name resolution from DNS query 
(embedded in the PING request).  

Uplink/Downlink data traffic due 
to DNS + PING sessions are 
reported on IoTA console 

 

 

        

After the HTTP service was 
started, a dedicated PDP session 
is created and a new IP address 
assigned.  

Same IP is reported on IoTA 
console    

 

 

     

The HTML page (returning 
current date/time) from 
Postman servers is retrieved. 
Then the HTTP session and 
belonging PDP context are 
released.  

Aggregated data and session 
closure are also shown on IoTA 
service portal console  

 

5.2 Device on 4G LTE 

IP address is allocated and assigned to device and an IP session is established 
immediately. Then two test routines, HTTP and then TCP, were run. 

Two main notable differences on the IoTA portal are visible:  

2 3 

4 

5 6 
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1 In the HTTP test the DNS+PING+HTML data exchanged during the entire 
routine are aggregated all together into a single session; in 3G DNS, PING 
and HTTP traffic allocated distinct PDP context instead.  

2 After a while also the TCP routine is executed still using the same previous IP 
address assigned by the network and total data (PING+HTML in this case, no 
DNS) are also aggregated as belonging to the same session.  

The session is torn down at the end.  

 

Figure 6: IoT Accelerator console for HTTP+TCP test on LTE 

 

Device’s display shows it is 
camping on LTE and Cell Id is 
reported.  

That Cell Id is also visible from 
IoTA portal. 

 

IP address is assigned since from 
the beginning of a new session 
(differently from 3G) 

 

 

1 
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The final step of HTTP routine is 
that the HTML page is fetched 
from Postman server.  

After the HTTP test routine was 
completed, IoTA console reports 
aggregated traffic of DNS, PING 
and HTTP together  

 

 

The final step of TCP routine is 
that the HTML page is fetched 
from Postman server.  

After the TCP test routine was 
completed, IoTA console reports 
aggregated traffic of PING and 
HTTP together  

 

 

At the end, that unique session is 
closed as reported on IoTA 
console 
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